[Indications, contra-indications, expected results and choice of neoadjuvant chemotherapy for operable breast cancer].
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer corresponds to the use of a systemic treatment applied before loco-regional treatment (surgery and/or radiotherapy). Initiated in the seventies for treatment of the locally advanced and/or inflammatory breast cancers, induction chemotherapy has been extended in the beginning of eighties for cancers known as operable (size higher than 3 cm and/or in central position) in order to allow a more frequent conservating surgery. This objective is obtained in 75% of the cases approximately without increase in the risk of local relapse and without noxious effect on overall survival, in spite of the delay of the loco-regional treatment. Neo-adjuvant chemotherapy progressively moved with the advent of major drugs in breast cancer which are anthracyclins, vinorelbine and taxans. But to date, no protocol was essential like an uncontested standard. However, it seems that obtaining a complete clinical response is the best guarantor to avoid relapse. That seems to be observed only after 6 cycles, even 8 cycles of chemotherapy, each cycle combining the 2 major drugs for the treatment of breast cancer of which are anthracyclins and taxanes employed according a sequential scheme after a based-anthracyclins treatment, except any cardiac contra-indication. Moreover, the use of targeted therapeuticals like Herceptin, with a chemotherapy, seems to be promising and should be more studied. Finally, when a neoadjuvant chemotherapy is administered, the evaluation of the pre-treatment biopsy helps to establish key patient-management parameters such as tumour type, SBR grade and immunohistochemical parameters. This evaluation provides predictive parameters with regards to drug response (hormonal status, overexpression of Her2). The further studies realised in this way will permit to improve the results yet obtained.